Ithaca Is ... Summer!

By Beth Saulnier

Across
1. Expresses shock
6. Repair a seam
9. Fed. property manager
12. Gambling destination near Hong Kong
13. Style, as hair
15. Units of resistance
17. Every rose has one, per a Poison song
18. Oscar winner Paquin
19. A frustrated person is at the end of theirs
20. Stun gun
22. Prolong
24. Sparkler
25. Breakfast cereal
26. "Let's Talk ____" (Jerry Lee Lewis song)
30. His's partner
31. Apple variety
32. Coronet
34. Wee hour
37. Thumbs-up
38. Habits
39. Author Roald
40. Chap
41. Fail in a crisis
42. Bone-dry
43. Cast off
44. Orchestra section
47. Sell ... or, with 14-Down, a popular summertime destination by Cayuga Lake
50. Go public with
51. Positions
53. Tripoli's land
55. Indian PM
56. European erupter
58. Domicile
61. Harbinger
62. Stink to high heaven
63. A driver may change them
64. Beast of burden
65. Diminutive
66. Garb

Down
1. Clock std.
2. "What a relief!"
3. Nae sayer
4. Country northeast of Argentina
5. Popular evening view from Libe Slope
6. Disney villain
7. Long, long time
8. Meander
9. Overeats ... or some East Hill landmarks
10. Drives away
11. Medicine container (var.)
14. Tillers of the soil
16. Org. featured in Carl Sagan's "Contact"
21. Big bird
23. Ambience
26. Awestruck
27. Capital on the Caspian
28. Oil of ____ (moisturizer)
29. Rose
30. Loathes
33. Cartridge contents
34. Mountain pool
35. Tory opponent
36. Cutlass maker, for short
38. 48-Down, to an appetite
39. Home to Big Red Bear Tracks and Ezra's Morning Cup
41. Cornellian Olympic skater Karen
43. Yarn units
45. ____ chi
46. Naughtily funny
47. Tibetan dumpling
48. Oenophile's interest
49. Goes by pony
52. Brood
53. The "Alma Mater"'s waters, e.g.
54. Tip-top
57. Born, in Bordeaux
59. ____ Plaines
60. Double curve